GREK001: Week 2, Class 4
Thursday, September 13, 2018
Your name:
Luschnig Lesson I – Test (Directions)
PART I: Alphabet
Write out the Greek alphabet completely and in the correct order, writing the entire alphabet in
capitals, then the entire alphabet in lowercase letters. (You do not need to include obsolete letters
like digamma). These are worth 8 points total (4 points for each fully correct writing of the
alphabet). You will lose a quarter point for missed or misplaced letters. Make sure to write
legibly.
1. CAPITALS:
2. LOWERCASE:
PART II: Noun Charts
Decline and define the following words or phrases. If a noun is listed with the definite article,
make sure to decline the definite article, too. Don’t forget accents, and don’t forget to give the
English definition of the word above the table. You get 1 point for each correct form, and
therefore 10 points for each fully correct chart (11 when counting your English definition). You
lose . points for each incorrect accent. You only need to give the definition once, above the
chart, not after each form in the chart.
(3 nouns)
1. [Insert Greek noun] – English definition (1 point):
Singular

Plural

Ν.
G.
D.
A.
V.
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PART III. Verb Charts
Conjugate (give all the forms) of the verb, and give its English definition where asked. You get 1
pt. for each correct form and 1 pt. for the English definition. You lose .5 points for incorrect
accents. Make sure not to include forms that do not exist. Deponent verbs lack active forms.
(3 verbs total)
1. [Insert Greek verb] – English definition:
Active

Middle-Passive

1s.
2s.
3s.
1pl.
2pl.
3pl.
Infin.

PART IV. Translation
Choose 3 out of 4 sentences to translate from Greek into English. Each correct sentence is worth
6 points. Each fully mistaken or missing word takes away 1 point from each sentence; each small
mistake (like a mistranslation of case or number or person or voice) takes away 0.5 points from
each sentence’s score. You are welcome to scribble and write on the sentences if that is helpful
to you. You may also give translations for all 4 sentences, and the most high-scoring 3 will be
graded.
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